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Classic Remington® Model 700™ CDL™ Now Available with 
Distinctive High Polish Blued Finish 

Madison, NC - With its classic styling. superior perfonnance and rugged reliability, the Model 
700 CDL (Classic Deluxe) has become one of our best-sellers m the renowned Model 700 family 
of bolt-action centerfire rifles. For 2008, Remington is pleased to introduce the latest addition to 
this distinctive family - the Model 700 CDL with High Polish Blued finish, chambered in the 
highly popular 270 Win, 30-06 Sprg and 7mm Remington Mug. 

Originally introduced in 2004, the well-designed Model 700 CDL rifle is housed in a satin
finished, straight comb American walnut classic stock with right-handed cheekpiece. The stock's 
distinguished look is further enhanced with laser cut checkermg, traditional black fore-end tip and 
grip cap. Setting this new CDL aparl from other family members is the striking high polish blued 
finish on the clean 24-inch carbon steel, hammer-forged barrel (26-inch barrel length on magnum 
offering). A jeweled bolt body completes this rifle's classic look. 

Performance-enhancing features of this bolt-action start with the rigid, cylindrical receiver design 
that adds stiffoess and a solid bedding area for the action in the stock A counterbored bolt face 
encloses the cartridge head with an unbroken ring of steel, which then fits inside of the barrel 
chamber, surrounded by the receiver - creating the famous Remington "three-rings-of-steel" and 
the receiver is milled from a solid har of steel for unparalleled strength. Our patented X-Mark 
Pro™ trigger, with its tight tolerances and mirror-like finish, has this Model 700 CDL delivering 
superior accuracy and shot consistency right-out-of-the-box. And your perfonnance won't be 
negatively affected by recoil with the addition of our patented recoil pad. 

Other standard features of the Model 700 CDL are convenient hinged floorplate magazine with 
four roLmd rnpacity in 270 Win and 30-06 Sprg chamberings and a three rotmd capacity in 7mm 
Remington Mag: rear and front sling swivel studs; integral extractor set inside the rim of the bolt 
face; and n;vo-position safety. 

The Model 700 CDL with High Polish Blued Finish is the latest member of this classically
styled, high performance line. For a complete listing of the CDL family of rifles and other Model 
700 offerings, visit our web site at w1vw.remington.com. 

Model 
700 CDL High Polish Blued 
(84080/84081/84082) 
Action 
Bol!JLong & Magnum 
BBL Length 
24 ind1es (l,ong) 
26 inches (Magnum) 
Overall Length 
44 1 !2 inches (I ,ong) 
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46 1/2 inches (Magnum) 
Avg. Weight 
7 112 lbs. (Long) 
7 5/8 lbs. (\1agnum) 
Stock Material 
American Walnut 
Stock Finish 
Satin 
BBL Material 
Carbon Steel 
BBL Finish 
High Polish I3lued 
MSRP 
$911 (Long) 
$957 (Magnum) 
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